The Neuroimmunological Nexus of Multiple Sclerosis: Deciphering the Microglial Transcriptomic Tapestry
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Abstract: Microglia are poorly understood immune cells of the central nervous system that play a determining role in the progression of multiple sclerosis. With the advent of genomic techniques such as single-cell RNA sequencing and single-nucleus RNA sequencing, a more comprehensive understanding of microglia at the transcriptomic level has uncovered various disease-specific clusters, context-dependent heterogeneity, and region-specific microglia, unlocking the recondite secrets embedded within these glial cells. These techniques have raised questions regarding the conventional and widely accepted categorization of microglia as M1 and M2 phenotypes. The neuroimmune component of multiple sclerosis, which is the microglia, makes it a complex and challenging disease. This review aims to demystify the complexities of microglia in multiple sclerosis, providing a vivid map of different clusters and subclusters of microglia found in multiple sclerosis and outlining the current knowledge of the distinctive roles of microglia. Also, this review highlights the neuroimmune interaction with microglia as the epicenter and how they act as sabotaging agents. Moreover, this will provide a more comprehensive direction toward a treatment approach focusing on local, region-specific microglia.
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1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a challenging, devastating conundrum that challenges our understanding of the neuroimmune orchestra. It is a disease with a neuroimmunological origin, having immune cells (particularly microglia) with the misguided mission of attacking the myelin sheath. Microglia are central nervous system (CNS)-resident immune cells that are embryonically derived and self-renewing [1] and play a central role in neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration. They are the first effector cells responding to any pathological insult and are responsible for generating innate and adaptive immune responses [2] while acting as local interacting partners with infiltrating immune cells [3]. MS is primarily divided into four types—Relapsing–Remitting MS, Secondary-Progressive MS, Primary-Progressive MS, and Primary-Relapsing MS—based on diverse symptomatology and disease duration. The most accepted criteria for the diagnosis of MS are the McDonald criteria, with the most recent incorporation of the magnetic resonance imaging in MS 2016 (MAGNIMS) consensus [4]. The demyelination of or injury to axons occurs due to the complex interplay of microglia with other glial cells (oligodendrocytes and astrocytes), neurons, and peripheral immune cells (trafficked into the CNS) [5], thus forming the neuroimmunological nexus of MS. This intercommunication between the CNS and the immune system leads to a change in the transcriptomic profile of microglia. Traditionally, these immune cells are viewed as a homogeneous population of cells responsible for maintaining the homeostasis of the CNS but lose regulatory function and become detrimental to the CNS in various neuropathologies [6]. The rigid, bifurcating classification of neurotoxic...
versus neuroprotective microglia, that is, M1 versus M2, is incongruent with the wide repertoire of microglial phenotypes due to their dynamic, diverse, region-specific multidimensional states that exist, depending on their local microenvironment [7]. Various subsets of microglia with intricate transcriptomic profiles have recently been discovered using single-nucleus RNA sequence analysis techniques, including disease-associated microglia (DAM) [6], damage-associated neurodegenerative microglia (MGnD) [8], microglia inflamed in multiple sclerosis (MIMS) [9], injury-responsive microglia 2 (IRM 2) [10], lipid-droplet-accumulating microglia (LDAM) [11], and white matter-associated microglia (WMAM) [12]. Single-cell RNA sequencing-like techniques have elucidated what makes a microglial cell a microglial cell from a genomic and epigenomic standpoint, highlighting their potential neuroinflammatory and neuroprotective roles [7]. With these sequencing techniques integrated with multi-omics, microglia are stealing the spotlight in the realm of neuroimmunology, acting as mediators in orchestrating CNS diseases [13] due to their chronically activated condition and serving as the main drivers of neuroinflammation [14]. However, some studies have also pointed toward the beneficial role of microglia due to their secretion of neurotrophic factors and phagocytosis of myelin debris, which complicates microglial biology [15,16]. Another viewpoint that has been overlooked is the morphological aspect of microglia, which depends on environmental cues [17]. For instance, the activation of adenosine receptors upon the breakdown of ATP prompts microglia to take on an amoeboid morphology [9,18].

These techniques provide a robust rationale for developing novel therapeutics targeting specific subsets of microglia, which, to date, has received little research attention. Adopting a reconfiguring approach, shifting from broad-spectrum anti-inflammatory, immunosuppressive, and comprehensive therapy to active immunomodulation and targeted interventions, has the potential to minimize deleterious off-target effects with the fine-tuning of microglia’s diverse roles. Immunomodulatory therapies that foster neuroprotective and neurodegenerative microglia while preserving the integrity of homeostatic microglia in terms of their specific receptors, mRNA, hold the potential for restoring beneficial microglial signatures. However, although this concept is promising, its translational and practical implementation is still very challenging. Extensive research is needed to elucidate the functional states of all microglial subsets and their interaction with other glial cells. Moreover, noteworthy caveats remain for these techniques, as comprehensive characterization is still required for all microglial genetic and cytokine profiles.

In this review, we will focus on summarizing all of the newly discovered microglial transcriptomic profiles from the toxin-induced demyelination model and the experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) model of MS. The particular focus will be on microglial transcriptomic profiles from MS patients. Also, we will show how microglia can act as sabotaging agents in this debilitating disease and provide a neuroimmunological view in the context of microglia. Furthermore, we will delve into microglia’s morphological and M1 and M2 aspects. While we will not be discussing the pathogenesis and features of MS, as this has already been covered in top-notch reviews [19–21], we will highlight the paradigm shift in microglia and the notion of resting and homeostatic microglia in the context of this disease.

For this review, we searched the databases Scopus and Pubmed with keywords like single-cell RNA sequencing, microglia, transcriptomic profile of microglia, and microglia cells in MS.

2. Neuroimmunological Landscape of Multiple Sclerosis: Microglia as a Central Nexus

Neuroimmunology is defined the intercommunication between the immune system and the CNS. A neuroimmune MS component, previously called sclerosis en plaque, has an unclear origin [22]. MS has a heterogeneous presentation [19], affecting white and gray matter [23]. The prototypical hallmarks of MS are the spatiotemporal dissemination of lesions on the neuraxis [19], multifocal continuous inflammation [23], which is caused by immune cell infiltration, reactive gliosis [24], synaptopathy [25], the disruption of intricate
vasculature barriers (blood–brain barrier and blood–spinal cord barrier) [26], and primary demyelination leading to neuronal and axonal loss [23]. A significant pathological feature in the progression of MS is iron buildup within activated microglia and macrophages, forming a rim [27]. This accumulation has been consistently observed in various forms and stages of the disease [28], and is linked to glutamate excitotoxicity, oxidative stress, protein misfolding, and ferroptosis [29]. Furthermore, it is thus considered a sensitive marker for the progression of the disease [30].

The two systems, immune and CNS, are known to function separately. However, they are closely regulated, with intricate molecular and cellular connections leading to bidirectional interaction. Due to their captivating, multifaceted role as an immune and neuronal regulator, microglia take center stage in neuroimmunology [31,32]. Studies in recent years have unveiled the neuroimmune interactions in MS, whether it is the challenge of immune-privileged sites, the peripheral system’s influence on microglia, or the acute phase response (APR).

Recently, the concept of the brain as an immune-privileged site has been challenged and refined. Indeed, it is a site where the immune system works in a sui generis way. The presence of a functional lymphatic system and the immune surveillance function of immune cells in the meninges play a significant role in synchronizing central and peripheral immune responses [33]. The meningeal blood vessels provide the primary pathway for immune cells to access the cerebrospinal fluid. Microglia are the unique neuroimmune surveillance cells of the CNS [34,35], indispensable for maintaining tissue homeostasis and mitigating neuropathologies [36]. BBB disruption, a prominent hallmark of MS, leads to the infiltration of toxic blood-derived proteins, peripheral immune cells, and pathogens, triggering various inflammatory responses that initiate multiple pathways of neurodegeneration in the brain [37]. The blood protein fibrin induces neurotoxic microglial programming and, thus, neurodegeneration through the CD11b-CD18 integrin (Macrophage-1 antigen) receptor by initiating the outside-in integrin signaling cascade [38]. In 2019, a genome-wide association study revealed that the core emergence of MS lies in the peripheral system and its cells. Every immune cell, whether part of the innate or adaptive immune system, including T cells, B cells, dendritic cells, natural killer cells, and microglia (but not astrocytes or neurons), is enriched for MS susceptibility genes [39].

Another piece of evidence supporting the intercommunication between the immune system and the CNS is the bidirectional gut–brain axis. Different bacteria-derived metabolites like short-chain fatty acids (SCFA; propionate, butyrate) are important molecules in neuroimmune interaction that regulate neuroimmune cell maturation and development, such as microglia [40]. SCFA alleviates EAE, and its mechanism of action involves either binding to specific receptors, GRP41 and GRP43, or inhibiting histone deacetylase activity [41]. Microglia express the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), which regulates the pathogenic phenotype of astrocytes through molecules such as vascular endothelial growth factor B (VEGF-B) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α). Therefore, AhR influences microglial pro-inflammatory transcriptional responses and CNS inflammation in EAE [42]. Moreover, adaptive immune cells in the gut differentiate CD4 effector T cells into helper 1 cells (T_H1 cell) and helper 2 cells (T_H17 cell), which migrate to the brain and exacerbate inflammation in MS [43]. Sickness behavior, often accompanying an initial response to an infectious agent, is known as APR [44]. Numerous APR mediators, including cytokines, pentraxins, chemokines, complement proteins, C-reactive proteins, and serum amyloid protein A, induce APR. Chronic inflammation due to the prolonged production of IL-1β is a prominent feature of MS. This prolonged production of IL-1β cytokines leads to elevated APR and chemokine expression, such as CXCL1, a potent neutrophil chemoattractant (equivalent to IL-8 in humans), which subsequently increases migration and the recruitment of leukocytes in the blood. The activation of peripheral APR (leading to peripheral inflammation) contributes to the emergence of central inflammation or may worsen ongoing central inflammation, resulting in a poor clinical outcome [45,46].
3. Microglia as a Sabotaging Agent in Multiple Sclerosis

Many trailblazing genome-wide studies have increasingly pointed to the pivotal role of microglia in ameliorating MS [47]. A concise illustration of the mechanism by which microglia act as a sabotaging agent is depicted in Figure 1. Another study revealed that 48 out of 81 associated risk alleles were particularly expressed in microglia [48]. Microglia nodules, which are small aggregated clusters of microglia found in periplaque, found in normal-appearing white matter (NAWM), have been linked to the early stages of the development of MS. These nodules are also associated with the disruption of paranodal proteins, including neurofascin-155 and contactin-associated protein-1 [49]. These microglia nodules are also called pre-active lesions or newly forming lesions [50], as they express markers for antigen presentation and phagolysosomal activity [51]. These nodules signify the early stage of disruption that can develop into MS lesions [50]. Also, the pro-inflammatory state of microglia contributes to active demyelination and neurodegeneration in MS. They secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-6, TNF-α, IL-23, IL-1β, and IL-18, in addition to reactive oxygen species and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS) and C1QA, and thus, their coordinated secretion, which induces neurotoxic effects in astrocytic cells [13–49]. Microglia and astrocytes substantially express miRNAs (microRNAs), regulatory subtypes of noncoded RNA that contribute to microglia-mediated neuroinflammation. miR-155, miR-146a, miR-233, miR-142, miR-34a, miR-326, and miR-23b are highly upregulated in active MS lesions. While miR-23b is associated with IL-17-mediated neuroinflammation, miR-155 promotes the development of neuroinflammation and pro-inflammatory responses in microglia [52]. Another mechanism by which microglia act as a sabotaging agent is through the system of enzymes found in microglia, such as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), responsible for producing ROS. This system is predominantly present within and near MS plaques in white matter lesions, as confirmed by the upregulation of NADPH subunits such as gp91phox, p22phox, p47phox, and NADPH oxidase-1 [53]. The production of these free radicals impairs the mitochondrial respiratory chain, leading to even more ROS production. An imbalance in iron homeostasis further amplifies ROS production [54].
Figure 1. Different ways microglia acts as a sabotaging agent: First, the release of cytokines and proteases like TNF-α, IL-β, and MMPs causes ECM and myelin sheath degeneration. Second, the interaction with other immune cells leads to the development of neurotoxic astrocytes and an interaction with T cells, which elevates neuroinflammation. Third, impaired lysosomal acidification leads to lysosomal membrane permeabilization, releasing cathepsins and inflammatory cytokines and leading to the recruitment and activation of other immune cells. Fourth, the upregulation of NADPH subunits leads to oxidative stress, which causes impaired mitochondrial function and decreased ATP production. Other pathways include the expression of microRNA (miRNA), including miR-155 and miR23b, and the dysregulation of iron homeostasis. MMP (matrix metalloproteinase), NADPH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate), ROS (reactive oxygen species), TNF-α (tumor necrosis factor).

3.1. Unsettled Role of Microglial Phagocytosis, Phagoptosis, and Trogocytosis

Another concept gaining momentum is phagoptosis and trogocytosis, in addition to the well-known phagocytosis by microglia. The phagocytosis process carried out by microglia has generally been considered beneficial, as it removes dead and apoptotic neurons and other cells. However, the phagocytosis of viable cells, known as phagoptosis (primary phagocytosis), has been implicated in neurodegenerative disease [55]. Microglia trogocytosis, also known as synaptic nibbling, is the selective partial remodeling of presynaptic axonal compartments [56,57]. Both phagoptosis and trogocytosis are forms of phagocytosis but differ significantly from typical phagocytosis. More research is needed to understand the role of these forms of cell death in neurodegenerative disease. The phagocytosis aspect of microglia becomes detrimental when viable neurons (another term used in many studies...
is “stressed viable neurons”) are targeted. The same concept applies to phagoptosis. Recent evidence suggests that in models of neurodegeneration, inflamed microglia phagocytose viable brain neurons, thus promoting neuropathology [58]. Phagocytosis depends on three types of phagocytic signaling: “eat me” signals (which include phosphatidylserine, calreticulin, and UDP), “find me” signals (fractalkine and nucleotides), and “don’t eat me” signals (which include CD47 and sialic acid) [59]. Dysfunctional microglial phagocytosis depends on the aberrant activation and expression of these phagocytic signals [60]. Evidence indicates that neurodegenerative diseases, mainly Alzheimer’s disease (AD), involve the complement cascade C1q and its downstream effector protein C3 in atypical microglial synaptic engulfment, leading to severe cognitive dysfunction [61].

3.2. Involvement of Indirect Pathways in Microglial’s Cascading Effects

Many other indirect pathways make microglial cells a sabotaging agent, such as lysosomal dysfunction, the secretion of proteases, and dysregulation/activation of the complement pathway.

The aberrant release of lysosomal cathepsins (such as cathepsin C [62], H [63], and X [64]), results in lysosomal membrane permeabilization caused by impaired lysosomal acidification within the microglia. These cathepsins have been reported to be the major drivers of neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration. Also, impaired lysosomal dysfunction within the microglial cells leads to the increased release of inflammatory cytokines and the activation of other immune cells [65]. Myelin basic protein and myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein are substrates for myelencephalon-specific proteases (MSP), which are secreted by microglia and contribute to demyelination [66,67]. Microglia also secrete a substance known as tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), which is a serine protease [68], and is responsible for inducing extracellular proteolysis in EAE and inflammatory demyelination [69]. Elevated levels of tPA have been reported in MS lesions and the CSF of MS patients [70].

The involvement of the complement system through the alternative pathway induces a microglial priming state, making the brain more vulnerable to neurodegeneration. This phenomenon has been observed in the perilesional white matter of individuals with MS. Specific deletion of the regulatory protein of the complement system, complement receptor 1-related protein y (Crry), and the subsequent activation of alternative pathways through C3 or factor B induce microglial priming [71].

4. Paradigm Shift in Microglia—Reconstructing the Microglia in Multiple Sclerosis

Historically, microglia have been classified based on their polarization state, either as pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory. This classification is just an oversimplification, ignoring the fact that microglia show high levels of dynamicity and plasticity and have context-dependent phenotypes. Recent technological advancements, such as single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq), single nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq), and cytometry by time of flight spectrometry (CyTOF) with the integration of analytical profiling techniques, have provided the panoramic view of microglia at the gene level and revealed the true meaning of “diversity of microglia”. Different scRNA-seq protocols used to confirm clusters of microglia are Smart-seq, CEL-seq, Quartz-seq, C1-CAGE, RamDa-seq, Drop-seq, and Microwell-seq (Chromium 10× genomics) [72]. Most studies employ t-SNE (t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding) as statistical dimensionality reduction techniques to visualize clusters of microglia (heterogeneous populations). These techniques have revolutionized the profiling of individual cells and their whole transcriptomes [73], revealing subpopulations with distinct characteristics through the identification of potential markers (more than 40 different surface markers and transcriptional factors at the single-cell level) [74,75]. These techniques are susceptible as they are based on RNA biology, and RNAs are highly susceptible to the influence of micro- and macro-stimuli [76]. New research has shown that human microglia have a more comprehensive diversity range than other mammals [77]. Significantly, microglia have been shown to contain species and clade-specific gene ex-
pression pathways associated with the complement system, phagocytosis, and metabolic processes [78]. In the case of MS, this becomes more complicated, as higher interindividual heterogeneity of microglia has been reported, and this heterogeneity depends on the course of the disease (whether it is active, relapsing, or chronic). Microglia exhibit extraordinary heterogeneity during the embryonic stage; this heterogeneity is reduced in the postnatal, juvenile, and adult stages. Microglia in the aging stages are characterized by a higher prevalence of genes associated with susceptibility to MS.

Redefining Physiological Microglia—Homeostatic or Resting Microglia

The delineation of homeostatic microglia needs to be better understood, and it cannot be defined simply by a genomics profile. Until recently, homeostatic and resting microglia were thought to be the same. Surveillant microglia and homeostatic microglia are almost the same in terms of function. To better comprehend homeostatic microglia, they should always be delineated in a functional context. Nevertheless, resting microglia is a vague term, as microglia are highly vigilant [79] and continuously survey the CNS microenvironment due to highly motile protrusions [80,81]. Microglia’s motility is due to high amounts of filamentous actin [80]. Thus, resting microglia should be called surveillant/surveilling microglia [7]. Purinergic receptor P2Y12 (P2RY12) and transmembrane protein 119 (TMEM119) are unique microglial transcriptional signatures found in healthy human and murine brains. These two transcriptional signatures are downregulated in MS disease and are exclusive to microglia, not myeloid cells. However, recent evidence regarding TMEM119’s specificity to microglia raises controversy, as TMEM119 is also expressed in peripheral tissues like brown adipose tissue and follicular dendritic cells, and its expression is influenced by the cellular environmental milieu [82]. Another concern when defining pan-microglial markers like P2RY12 and TMEM119 is whether all microglia express these markers or undergo a reduction in expression only under a specific set of conditions, so the validity of these markers as an exclusive homeostatic marker is debatable [83].

One recent study found that insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-1 (IGFBL-1) is an upstream modulator of microglial homeostasis. It resets the transcriptional signature of neurodegeneration and causes microglial homeostasis. Although this gene is present in mouse and human microglia, its function in humans needs further study [84].

The genes C-X3-C motif chemokine receptor 1 (CX3CR1), G-coupled receptors 34 and 183 (GPR34 and 183), P2RY13, and adhesion G protein-coupled receptor (ADGRG1) are involved with homeostasis [85]. ADGRG1 (formerly known as GPR26) was found to be downregulated in microglia obtained from NAWM and normal-appearing gray matter (NAGM) tissue of MS patients [85]. Many studies have compared the transcriptomic profiles of mouse and human microglia [86–88]. The microglia of humans and mice exhibited significant conservation in their transcriptomic and epigenomic profiles. However, there were discernible distinctions, which were primarily attributed to the presence of promoters and enhancers (cis-regulatory elements) [48]. Adult microglia express transcription factors, including monocyte enhancer factor 2a (MEF2a), PU.1, spalt-like transcription factor 1 (SALL1), transcription factor Mafb (MAFB), and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β), which is a common signaling molecule. These transcription factors play a crucial role in maintaining a homeostatic microglial phenotype. Dysregulation of these transcription factors can disrupt homeostatic microglia as they are pivotal in suppressing pro-inflammatory pathways [89]. The transcriptional profile of homeostatic microglia is shown in Figure 2. Moreover, various cells, primarily astrocytes and neurons, work synergistically to influence the homeostatic gene signature of microglia. Thus, cues provided by the CNS local microenvironment with inter-cell type signaling, including synaptic transmission, play a significant role in determining the physiological state of microglia [90].
Figure 2. Transcriptional profile of homeostatic microglia and clusters of microglia found in MS. Homeostatic microglia with crucial transcription factors like PU.1, Sall1.MEF2a, and MAFB, whose signaling molecule is TGF\(\beta\). IGFBL1, also called master regulator, causes microglia to return to homeostasis. Other key homeostasis-associated genes are P2RY12, ADGRG1, P2RY13, CX3CR1, GPR34, and GPR183, which belong to the class of G protein-coupled receptors. Clusters and sub-clusters of microglia found in MS with their transcriptomic profile are damage-associated microglia (DAM), neurodegenerative-associated microglia (MGnd), injury-responsive microglia-2 (IR2), and disease-associated microglia 2, 3, and 4 (daMG2, daMG3, daMG4).

5. The Uncharted Territory of Microglia Transcriptomics in Multiple Sclerosis

A study published in 2021 found newly discovered glial cells at the edge of chronic active lesions, referred to as MIMS and AIMS [9]. A chronic active lesion, characteristic of progressive MS, also known as a smoldering or slowly expanding lesion, is defined by its distinct regions: the core, lesion edge, and periplaque area. These lesions exhibit ongoing...
demyelination at their rims [91]. Chronic active lesion edges consist of a higher proportion of immune cells like activated T-cells, plasma cells with short-lived effector cells called plasmablast, limited oligodendrocytes, and few oligodendrocytes precursor cells. These edges include dendritic cells, MIMS, AIMS, a higher proportion of cytotoxic lymphocytes, and complement component C1q [92]. The MIMS found at the lesion edge is divided into two subclusters: foamy and iron MIMS. Iron MIMS contributes to inflammation propagation through antigen presentation due to their higher proportion of inflammatory genes, MHC, and iron-related markers (SOD1, FTH1, and FTL). In contrast, foamy MIMS are involved in myelin clearance. The transcriptomic profile of MIMS includes TREM2, LPL, TIMP2, SPP1, FTH1, C1QA, CD68, CD9, C1QB, and C1QC. A summarized transcriptional profile of MIMS and AIMS with complement cascades is shown in Figure 3.

Similarly, in mice with focal demyelination (a model that mimics specific aspects of MS), two distinct clusters of microglia were observed: injury-responsive microglia 1 (IRM1) and injury-responsive microglia 2 (IRM2) [10]. IRM 2 downregulates the typical microglial markers P2RY12 and Cx3cr1. Sub-clustering analysis identified four small subpopulations within IRM 2 clusters: IR2.1, IR2.2, IR2.3, and IR2.4. Specifically, subclusters IR2.2 and IR2.3 showed the upregulation of Ccl4 (C-C motif chemokine ligand 4), subcluster IR2.2

Figure 3. Transcriptomic profile of microglia inflamed in MS (MIMS) and astrocyte inflamed in MS (AIMS). These clusters are analyzed from frozen MS brain tissue samples at the chronic active lesion edge. The chronic active lesion is demarcated by a core, a lesion edge, and a periplaque. One specific feature is the presence of a paramagnetic rim lesion (PRL), a biomarker for smoldering lesions. Chronic active lesion edges consist of MIMS and AIMS. snRNA-seq revealed the transcriptomic profile of MIMS with specific complement cascade genes TREM2, LPL, TIMP2, TYROBOP, C1QB, C1QA, SPP1, CTSZ, FTH1, C1QC, and CD9 with C1QA, C1QB, C1QC, and C3AR (C3 receptor) and AIMS GFAP, VIM, S100B, SOD1, FTL, and FTH1 with C1r, C1s, and C1 receptors (CALR, C1QBP).
upregulated Cxcl10 (C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10), and subcluster IR2.4 upregulated Birc5 (Baculoviral IAP Repeat protein 5). Notably, the transcriptomic signatures of Ccl4 have been found in the brains of MS patients.

6. MS-Associated Microglia versus Neurodegenerative Disorder-Associated Microglia

Disease-associated microglia (DAM) represent a relatively recent characterization within neuroimmunology [1–6]. These distinctive microglial subsets are identified in regions affected by neurodegenerative processes like AD, Parkinson’s disease, and other neurodegenerative diseases [93,94]. The notion of shared molecular mechanism has led to extensive comparative analyses of microglial transcriptomic profiles across various neurodegenerative mouse models, including EAE, AD (APP-PS1), and ALS (mSOD1). These analyses have led to two key findings: an increase in the expression of genes responsible for inflammatory molecules such as Apolipoprotein E (APO-E), Integrin alpha X (Itgax), Ccl2, C type lectin domain family 7 (Clec7a), and Receptor protein Tyrosine Kinase (Axl), and the concurrent loss of homeostatic genes, including P2ry12, TMEM119, Csf1r, Hexb, Cx3cr1, and Merkt. However, the term “DAM” should not be used universally for all pathological insults, as it encompasses a diverse population with specific transcriptomic signatures. Moreover, DAM has also been referred to as degeneration-associated microglia [1], adding a layer of discrepancy and sparking questions about whether disease-associated and degenerative-associated microglia are the same.

Another microglial cluster, termed MGnD neurodegenerative-associated microglia, has been identified through transcriptomics studies in degenerative mouse models of ALS, AD, and MS. Several studies have referred to DAM and MGnD as the same type of microglial cells with analogous transcriptomic profiles, but there are apparent differences between them. DAM are proposed to be neuroprotective, while MGnD are neurotoxic [95,96]. The transition from homeostatic microglia to MGnD is orchestrated by the TREM 2-APOE gene pathway. The primary trigger for DAM and MGnD is the apoptotic neuron. These apoptotic neurons expose the “EAT ME” signal of phosphatidylserine on the outer leaflet of their plasma membrane with the help of the enzyme scramblase. This damage-associated lipid is detected by TREM2, which subsequently induces APOE expression.

7. Homeostatic Microglia and Disease-Associated Microglia—Another Transcriptomic Landscape of Microglia in Multiple Sclerosis

Another study published in 2019 identified different subsets of microglia in an EAE model within different CNS compartments. These subsets are termed daMG2, daMG3, and daMG4, reflecting their conditions of homeostasis and neuroinflammation [97]. It is noteworthy that DAM and daMG are two distinct clusters of microglia, reported differently, despite their similar abbreviations. The acronyms used are the same as those reported in the literature. Identifying these subclusters is unique, as they are found in spinal cord lesions. The spinal cord is another major target in MS, and studies on it are limited due to the challenges in diagnosing and imaging spinal cord lesions. These neuroinflammatory-associated microglial subsets exhibit variations in the expression of chemokines, cytokines, and cysteine proteases. daMG 2 has high expression of CD 74 (also known as HLA Class II histocompatibility light antigen gamma chain), Ctsb (cathepsin B), and APOE. da MG3 shows high expression of Cxcl10, Tnf, and Ccl4. In contrast, da MG4 shows high levels of Cc5, Cts (Cathepsin S), and Itm2b (Integral membrane protein 2b). daMG2 has a lower proliferative capacity than daMG3 and daMG4 but interacts more with encephalitogenic T cells.

The expression of olfactomedin-like 3 (Olfml3) and secreted protein, acidic and rich in cysteine/ostenectin (Sparc) does not change in the daMG cluster. The expression of myeloid differentiation 1 (MD 1) and proliferation marker protein ki67 (Mki67) is high in all daMG clusters. Gpr34, hexosaminidase subunit beta (hexb), olfml3, P2ry12, P2ry13, spalt-like transcription factor 1 (Sall 1), glia-derived nexin (Serpin2), Sparc, and sialic acid-binding Ig-like lectin H (Siglech H) are expressed by the whole MG population.
A recent study investigated disease-specific microglia in-depth and identified a sub-population specific to MS, termed MS-associated microglia, and two MS-enriched microglia. MS-associated microglia showed high expression of cathepsin-D, apolipoprotein C1 (APOC1), and transmembrane glycoprotein NMB (GPNMB). The MS-enriched subcluster showed high expression of CD74, HLA Class II histocompatibility antigen, DR alpha chain (HLA-DRA), and HLA-DRB1.

Another study reported the region-specific transcriptomic profile and metabolic changes in human microglia in NAWM and NAGM, isolated from the brains of MS patients. The transcriptomic signature genes for homeostatic microglia, including P2RY12, P2RY13, and TMEM119, remain unaffected, except ADGRG1 in NAWM and ubiquitin-specific Peptidase 2 (USP2) in NAWM. The NAWM of MS showed the amplification of genes implicated in lipid metabolism, including lipoprotein lipase (LPL) mediated by PPAR Gamma (PPARG), endonuclease exonuclease phosphatase family-containing domain 1 (EEPDI), and chitinase 3-like protein 1 (CHI3L1). The notable signaling pathways altered in microglia include lipid metabolism (lipid catabolism and storage), peroxisome proliferated activated receptor (PPAR), and lysosomal pathways. On the contrary, microglia in NAGM show genes related to iron metabolism and glycolysis. The genes solute carrier family 25 member 3/mitochondrial phosphate transport protein (SLC25A3) and ATP-binding cassette subfamily B member 6 (ABCB6), which play a role in iron metabolism, are present in NAGM [98].

8. Morphological Cues—Microglial Morphological Topology

Another aspect of microglial classification is the variability in their morphology, leading to their categorization as ramified microglia, amoeboid microglia, hyper-ramified microglia, and rod microglia [99,100]. These microglial phenotypes were based on an outdated classification paradigm where ramified morphological microglia were considered resting with limited phagocytic activity, and activated morphological microglia were considered more phagocytic [7,17]. There is evidence linking diminished branching (ramification) and the elevated release of the potent pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β through the activation of P2RY12 and the subsequent activation of tandem pore domain halothane-inhibited potassium channel (THIK) [101]. The distinction between the activated and surveillant (often referred to as resting) states of microglia cannot be denied from a morphological and phenotypic perspective. Many cell surface markers are used to assess microglial morphology, such as CD68, CD11b, and IBA1 [102]. Ionized Calcium Binding Adapter Molecule 1 (IBA1) is one of the best markers for morphometric analysis [103]. However, the major caveat with this marker (and other cell surface markers) is its lack of specificity to microglia. Border-associated macrophages and monocyte-derived macrophages also express it. Evidence suggests that microglial morphological changes in response to neuropathological insult are used as parameters to assess the immunological status of the brain [104]. Various methods have been introduced to quantify morphology based on parameters like cell soma size, primary and secondary processes, and length of processes with endpoints [105]. Compared to neurons and astrocytes, quantifying microglial morphology is highly challenging due to their dynamic motility, arborization of processes, and constant surveying of the environment. Automated morphology analysis methods like single-threshold segmentation and multifractal analysis are advanced techniques to quantify microglial morphology [106,107].

Other morphological microglia types reported in different studies include bulbous ending processes, ball-and-chain structures, hyperramification, and jellyfish shapes. However, some of these morphotypes have been reported only in rat, mouse, and zebrafish models and pathological states like traumatic brain injury. Rod microglia, or bipolar microglia, exhibit unique morphology characterized by elongated soma and planar processes extending from the apical to the basal end [108,109]. Their presence is notably associated with injury and disease progression stages, with heightened prominence observed in aging conditions. They have also been reported in clinical cases of MS in the cerebellar cor-
In vitro studies reveal that rod microglia are highly proliferative with increased production of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Another prominent morphotype of microglia in MS is dystrophic microglia, characterized by cytoplasmic fragmentation and discontinuous process with disease-associated microglia-like morphology [111]. John Prineas et al. studied microglial morphology in early and late MS and found walled microglia with CD45 and MHC class II positive immunohistochemical profiles [112]. Subsequently, a dark microglial phenotype has been reported, featuring an electron-dense cytoplasm and nucleoplasm and endoplasmic reticulum dilation, giving them a dark appearance [113], associated with the neurodegenerative state. These different morphotypes have been linked to physiological responses; however, studies have failed to establish a clear correlation between them and their immunological status. Studying and defining microglial morphology is tricky due to challenges like accuracy and subjective interpretation [105–114]. These morphotypes should be considered significant clues and need deeper exploration into their intricate association of structure and function, as the morphological spectrum of microglia has been overlooked and needs to undergo critical analysis [115]. Identifying a specific morphotype of microglia is challenging due to the lack of specific markers. Novel techniques like MorpOmics and MotiQ are being developed based on automated pipelines to capture the microglial topological morphology [115]. The correlation of transcriptional and proteomic profiles with morphotypes and their impact on microglial function require extensive exploration.

9. Indiscretion of M1 versus M2 Framework

The bifurcation classification of M1 versus M2 macrophages based on T1 helper cells (TH1) and T2 helper cells (TH2) was introduced by Charles Mills [116]. According to him, this classification system represents active and inactive states, each with its own metabolic programming [116]. In 2006, Butovsky et al. introduced pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory terms into the domain of microglial research [117]. This Schema was subsequently used for microglial classification. M1 microglia, known as classical microglia, neurodegenerative microglia, and pro-inflammatory microglia, produce inflammatory cytokines and chemokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-12, CCL2, and TNF-α. Surface markers for M1 microglia include B7-1/CD80, B7-2/CD86, and MHC Class 2, whereas M2 microglia are marked by CD163 and CD206. This dichotomous classification represents microglial states at two extremes, providing a one-dimensional view. However, transcriptomic profiles and ex vivo studies reveal a continuum of microglial expression profiles, extending in all directions and presenting a multidimensional view [118,119]. This classification system, based on a singular stimulation paradigm exposing isolated cells to purified stimuli in vitro, fails to align with the complex, multifactorial human CNS ecosystem [120]. In vivo, a multitude of interactions orchestrate microglial behavior. An in vitro microglial culture is grown on a serum-supplemented medium, unlike in vivo microglia, which never come in contact with serum. While solutions have been proposed to grow microglia in a serum-free medium, an astrocyte-conditioned medium with three crucial survival factors—TGF-β, colony-stimulating factor (CSF-1), and cholesterol—when IL-34 is used in place of CSF-1 is called TIC medium [121].

Third, the M1/M2 polarization framework applies to bone marrow-derived macrophages and monocyte-derived macrophages, or nonresident macrophages, which respond to pathological insults (infections and trauma), propagating the inflammatory response. In contrast, microglia are resident macrophages with different ontological lineages [119], making it highly implausible that macrophage polarization pathways in response to isolated cytokine or Toll-like receptor stimuli in vitro are directly applicable to microglia. For instance, TNF-α, mostly regarded as a pro-inflammatory cytokine, critically controls the glutaminergic gliotransmission process, providing stimulatory input to excitatory synapses located in the hippocampal dentate gyrus and regulating synaptic plasticity through “homeostatic synaptic scaling”. Thus, the role of cytokines, well defined
in peripheral immunity, cannot be applied to the CNS [122]. Moreover, in MS, different clusters and subclusters of microglial populations are found, as already discussed.

The detailed categorization of M2 into M2a, M2b, and M2c is limited to the periphery due to the differences in marker expression between the CNS and the periphery [123]. However, many studies [124–126] have extended this classification to include microglia, covering the diverse range of alternatively activated microglia. Yet, it remains uncertain to what extent this is correct. Intrinsic factors like species, genetic background, sexual dimorphism, spatial and temporal location, and residential environment [127], including intercommunication between the different glial cells and neurons, and extrinsic factors like microbiota, pathogens, and nutrition, influence microglia at phenomic, metabolomic, proteomic, transcriptomic, and epigenomic levels. These factors also include responses to changes such as sickness behavior [128], systemic inflammation, trauma, infection, ischemia, and neurodegenerative diseases, which can lead to the clonal expansion of selective microglial types [7].

10. Discussion

Identifying various microglial states, including MIMS, AIMS, DAM, MCnD, and MS-enriched and MS-associated microglial cells, has provided new insights into the molecular-level understanding of these cells. These studies have elucidated the intricate regulatory pathway signaling that governs the spatial distribution of microglia, offering hope for developing transformative treatments involving microglia-mediated therapies. Such therapies could specifically target proteins, focusing on immunomodulation rather than global immunosuppressive therapies, which have detrimental side effects for MS. However, several limitations exist in these techniques. First, detecting mRNA levels alone cannot signify the functional state of microglia, as the correlation between mRNA expression and protein levels is not direct due to various biological factors and protein turnover [129,130]. Second, techniques like single-cell sequencing can produce artifactual gene expression during the isolation of cells, particularly microglia. Also, protocols for single-cell RNA sequencing have often been neglected, leading to less reproducibility of data [131]. Third, data from single-cell techniques (single-cell RNA and bulk RNA sequencing) often lack spatial information. However, spatial RNA sequencing is gaining attention and could address this challenge [132]. Fourth, microglia’s sensitivity to external environmental cues is noteworthy [133], especially during the enzymatic dissociation and temperature changes involved in sample processing, which can trigger microglial reactions. Cell dissociation, a critical step encompassing mechanical, temperature, and enzymatic (trypsin or collagenase) stress to the cell, can lead to an undesired transcriptomic profile. RiboTag technology, used to isolate ribosome-bound mRNA, can mitigate some pitfalls of scRNA-seq techniques as it does not require mechanical dissociation and investigates solely RNA ready for translation [134]. In 2021, Clark et al. developed a groundbreaking method called RABID-seq, which uses a library of mRNA barcodes using a pseudorabies virus lacking glycoprotein G. This method identified SEMA4D-PlexinB2 and EphrinB3-EphB3 axon guidance molecules as important mediators of crosstalk between microglia and astrocytes, contributing to CNS pathology in EAE [135]. Another aspect that makes MS a challenging disease is that most of the research in this area, whether it is related to disease pathogenesis or microglial isolation, is focused solely on the brain site, neglecting the other imperative organ involved in the disease: the spinal cord. Definite differences exist in the inflammatory response, molecular signature, proliferation, and transcription factors of microglia between the brain and spinal cord. Moreover, the spinal cord is the primary site for inflammation in animals model of MS, and a strong correlation exists between spinal cord lesion extent and ambulatory impairment severity [136,137]. Lesion assessment in the spinal cord is complicated due to its mobility and increased physiological noise compared to the brain.
11. Conclusions

MS is a multifaceted neuroimmunological disease typified by inflammation and neurodegeneration. The involvement of microglia as a significant player in MS pathogenesis adds complexity. With the advancements of techniques like single-cell RNA sequencing and Cy-TOF, numerous aspects of microglia, including their heterogeneity, the context-dependent existence of their subpopulation, and their role in MS, are beginning to unravel, marking just the inception of the journey. Studies on microglial heterogeneity have primarily been conducted on animal models of MS, such as EAE, which mimic specific aspects of the disease. Thus, the findings from these studies may not directly apply to humans. Different studies have identified various subclusters of microglia, leading to discrepancies in the use of acronyms for defining the distinct subpopulation of microglia. To ensure consistency, establishing a universal naming system for the microglia acronym is crucial, as many clusters with comparable transcriptomic profiles have been identified, making standardization essential. Microglia alone can act as a sabotaging agent in the brain, but the consequences become more severe when they interact with other immune cells. This crosstalk amplifies their harmful effects. Another challenge in studying MS is the predominant focus on the brain, neglecting the spinal cord, which is crucially involved in the disease. Workshops or organizations like the Human Leukocyte Differentiation Antigen, and International Protein Nomenclature Guideline Consortium, should focus on microglial nomenclature. Studies have revealed microglial clusters with overlapping transcriptomic profiles, highlighting the need for standardized methodologies for cell-to-cell interaction studies, especially of microglia with other immune cells at the single-cell level. This underscores the need for an innovative pharmacological treatment targeting region-specific microglia. Furthermore, microglia play a dual role in both degenerative and regenerative processes, but a question remains: which role dominates and contributes to worsening disease progression? Evidence suggests that the degenerative role is more closely associated with microglia, but this does not negate the existence of a beneficial role that is yet to be fully understood. Considering all these factors, a precise microglial cell classification framework can be established, aligning with its function, which will be a critical stride in microglial research.
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